
Everyday Tracy Prices-18-7 

 

Dee Lights BakeryDee Lights BakeryDee Lights BakeryDee Lights Bakery    
379 Dundas Street, Woodstock, Ontario 

519-539-6474  
www.deelightsbakery.com 

deelights@execulink.com 

 

Everyday Everyday Everyday Everyday Tray PricesTray PricesTray PricesTray Prices 

SmallSmallSmallSmall    
15-20 

guests 

MediumMediumMediumMedium    
25-35 

guests 

LargeLargeLargeLarge    
50-60 

guests 

Cheese and Cracker TrayCheese and Cracker TrayCheese and Cracker TrayCheese and Cracker Tray    

An attractive arrangement of cheese with crackers accompanied by your 

choice of cheese spread or fresh fruit 

$35 $55 $75 

Nibbler TrayNibbler TrayNibbler TrayNibbler Tray----    your choice of your choice of your choice of your choice of     

Assorted cube cheese with Salami, Polish Sausage with a pickle bowl  
$55 $75 $110 

Cocktail TrayCocktail TrayCocktail TrayCocktail Tray    

The best of all worlds! A selection of 4-5 crispy veggies, pickle bowl, fresh fruit 

& cube cheese, and veggie dip all on one plentiful tray. 

$40 $65 $85 

Vegetable TrayVegetable TrayVegetable TrayVegetable Tray    

A bursting array of crisp vegetables served with “Dee-Lights” house dip 
$35 $55 $75 

Vegetarian Vegetarian Vegetarian Vegetarian Appetizer Wraps TrayAppetizer Wraps TrayAppetizer Wraps TrayAppetizer Wraps Tray    

Colourful sunburst arrangement of vegetarian bite size wraps.    
$35 $55 $75 

Relish TrayRelish TrayRelish TrayRelish Tray    

Celery sticks, baby carrots, cherry tomato & assorted selection of pickles 
$30 $45 $65 

Deviled Eggs TrayDeviled Eggs TrayDeviled Eggs TrayDeviled Eggs Tray    

A traditional favourite, piped with egg and herb filling 
$30 $45 $65 

Fresh Fruit TrayFresh Fruit TrayFresh Fruit TrayFresh Fruit Tray    

A colourful display of bite-size fresh fruit served with “Dee-Lights” light 

raspberry dip 

$45 $65 $85 

Fancy Dessert TrayFancy Dessert TrayFancy Dessert TrayFancy Dessert Tray    

A good variety of pastry items from out wide selection of homestyle squares, 

hand rolled balls and cake truffle, mini tarts and fancy cookies   

A minimum of 2 items per guest 

$35 $55 $75 

Classic Classic Classic Classic Cookie TrayCookie TrayCookie TrayCookie Tray    

A selection of old fashion bakery cookies, chocolate chip, lady Di, peanut 

butter, oatmeal raisin and sugar thumbprints. 
$30 $45 $65 

Deluxe Deluxe Deluxe Deluxe Cookie TrayCookie TrayCookie TrayCookie Tray    

A wide assortment of old fashion bakery cookies, our specialty hand dipped 

shapes made with cream icing and our English style Empire, monte Carlo 

raspberry cream center cookies and Chocolate Florentines.  

$35 $55 $75 

Homestyle Tart n’ Sweet TrayHomestyle Tart n’ Sweet TrayHomestyle Tart n’ Sweet TrayHomestyle Tart n’ Sweet Tray    

A plentiful selection 8 to 10 variety of tarts, date squares, brownies & other 

pastries. Best in the Bakery! Fresh selection of our amazing tarts! 

$35 $55 $75 

Morning Sweet TrayMorning Sweet TrayMorning Sweet TrayMorning Sweet Tray    

Fresh baked muffins, our famous buttermilk apple coffee cake, assortment of 

danishes such as; raspberry, apple, almond custard & pecan maple. 

$40 $65 $85 

French Pastries TrayFrench Pastries TrayFrench Pastries TrayFrench Pastries Tray    

An assortment of glazed fresh fruit tartlets, French macarons, miniature 

cakelets in chocolate, caramel, raspberry & assorted cheese cakes, cannoli’s 

and cream cheese pastries.   

$55 $75 $95 

 


